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Dear friends and colleagues
This is a follow up on our previous mail on how we can nip the upcoming financial crisis in the butt because it is even
more important that we all work closely together to find solutions that not only help ourselves nationally, but which
others could benefit from internationally. We have already received many great responses which we have added
to the ECDN website, and we are looking forward to receiving more soon – Thank you so much, you are all great!
Besides using the ECDN website as a shared knowledge platform for all current and coming initiatives and both a
national and international level, we will now try to coordinate our effort on our social media platforms by sharing
all relevant information on COVID-19 and the economy. That is why we would also like you to follow the ECDN on
our social media platforms, as it will be much easier for you to stay updated on what is happening within the ECDN:
Facebook

LinkedIn

Twitter

Here we will continuously post information about the measures that are being taken to help in all countries. But to do
so, we need to be fed information from you – we would therefor also like encourage you if you have any actions,
information, projects or other relevant stuff that you think others will be able to use and which you would like
us to share on our social media, then please contact us with the information, and we will post it for you – We are
trying to look into whether it is possible for you to post on the platforms directly, to avoid too many middlemen.
These are times where we need to work together, and in many aspects of civil life, people are already doing so – The
ECDN should do so too; we need to work together and help one another, also, and perhaps especially, in those
countries where people currently lack good and qualified debt counselling.
Lastly, we would like to encourage you to also forward this, and our former letter to any and all organisation,
association, company or institution in your country that in some capacity work with debt and / or debt advise.
If we want to make this work, we need to make sure that everybody is a part of this effort – also those who are not
members of the ECDN at this moment.
Stay safe!
Best wishes,
Sandy W. Madar
President
president@ecdn.eu
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Sebastian J. Løper
Coordinator
secretary@ecdn.eu
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